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learning ObjeCtiveS
1. Explain factors to consider when

determining content information and
layout for instrument count sheets

2. Review the use of an instrument count
sheet in the Central service department

3. Describe why and how an instrument
count sheet is used in the Operating
Room

4. Discuss factors to consider when
determining the location of instrument
count sheets  when packaging and
sterilizing instrument trays

Instrument Continuing Education (ICE) lessons 
provide members with ongoing education in 
the complex and ever-changing area of surgical 
instrument care and handling. these lessons are 
designed for CIs technicians, but can be of value 
to any CRCst technician who works with surgical 
instrumentation.

earn Continuing education Credits:

online: Visit www.iahcsmm.org for online
grading at a nominal fee.

by mail: For written grading of individual lessons, 
send completed 15-question quiz and $15
to: PEC Business Office, Purdue university, stew-
art Center Room 110, 128 Memorial Mall, West 
lafayette, IN 47907-2034.

scoring: Each 15 question quiz graded online at 
www.iahcsmm.org or through Purdue university, 
with a passing score of 70% or higher, is worth 
two points (2 contact hours) toward your CIs 
re-certification (6 points) or CRCst re-certification 
(12 points).

more information: IaHCsMM provides online 
grading service for any of the lesson Plan 
varieties. Purdue university provides grading 
services solely for CRCst and CIs lessons. Direct 
any questions about online grading to IaHCsMM 
at 312.440.0078. Questions about written 
grading are answered by Purdue university at 
800.830.0269. 

INstRuMENt 
Count sheets

I
NSTRUMENT COUNT SHEETS ARE VALUABLE TOOLS FOR CENTRAL 
Service (CS) and Operating Room (OR) personnel.  A well-designed instrument 
count sheet makes it easier to assemble instrument trays in the CS department 
and to count instruments in the OR.  The effective design and use of this tool 

requires the cooperation of personnel in the CS, OR and any other department where 
the instrument count sheet will be used.

obJeCtive 1: exPlAin fACtoRs 
to ConsideR when deteRmining 
Content infoRmAtion And 
lAyout foR instRument Count 
sheets
Instrument count sheets can increase the 
efficiency of staff members in CS, OR 
and other departments that use surgical 
instrumentation, and they also improve 
patient safety. 

Well-designed instrument count sheets 
contain the following information:
• Instrument	catalog	number
• Name	of	instrument	vendor
• Instrument	description
• Quantity	of	the	instruments	required

in tray
• Space	to	note	the	actual	quantity	of

instruments in tray
• Space	for	OR	personnel	to	record

instrument counts
• Name	of	CS	technician	who	assembled

tray
• Date	of	tray	assembly

Instrument count sheets must be 
well organized to make it easy for CS 
technicians and others to use them. 
Similar instruments should normally 
be grouped together on the count sheet, 
so CS technicians can accurately count 

them to ensure none are missing. Note: 
The number of missing instruments must 
be deducted from the Required Count, 
and the resulting Actual Count should be 
recorded. When the OR technician counts 
the instruments, his or her first count 
should equal the CS technician’s Actual 
Count. If instruments are added after the 
OR technician’s original count, they should 
be listed as “Added” and not be included as 
part of the original count.

Properly-worded column headings 
on the count sheet help CS technicians 
assemble the instruments and ensure 
no instruments are missing. Concisely-
developed headings also help OR 
technicians keep instruments organized 
and properly arranged for passing to the 
surgeon during the procedure. In general, 
ring-handled instruments are placed on 
stringers, and these are arranged on the 
count sheet in the sequence they will be 
used in surgery. The count sheet layout 
should be agreed upon by CS and OR 
personnel. 

If the instrument count sheet contains 
the Vendor Name, Catalog Number and 
Instrument Description, the sheet can be 
used to order replacement instruments 
when needed. The complete count 
sheet can also be used as a template for 
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requesting a quote on a new instrument 
set. Figure 1 shows an instrument count 
sheet that enables these activities.

obJeCtive 2: Review the use 
of An instRument Count 
sheet in the CentRAl seRviCe 
dePARtment
CS personnel use count sheets to ensure 
all instruments in a set are accounted 
for when the tray is returned to the CS 
decontamination area and when the 
tray is assembled in the preparation and 
packaging area. It is important to confirm 
a tray is complete when it is received 
in the decontamination area. If any 
instruments are missing from the tray, 
the user department should be notified 
immediately. Then, user department 
personnel can search for the missing 
instrument(s) before they are discarded 
in the garbage or linen. This is important 
because if significant time lapses before 
instruments are reported missing, they 
may not be found, and instrument loss 
is a significant issue in most facilities. 
Note: Barcodes attached to individual 
instruments in applicable tracking systems 
enable instruments to be scanned and 
counted when they are returned to the 
CS department. These systems help with 
the count of incoming and outgoing 
instruments. 

After washing, the instruments are 
sent to the preparation and packaging 
area. There, each tray is inspected and 
assembled in instrument count sheet 
sequence to maintain standardized 
tray set-up and ensure the proper 
instrument quantities. When all trays are 
organized the same way, it is easier for CS 
technicians to assemble the instrument 
sets, and more efficient tray assembly and 
higher productivity results.

The CS technician checks off each 
instrument on the count sheet as the 
instrument set is assembled. A missing 
instrument is noted by marking the 

minoR tRAy

CAtAlog 
numbeR vendoR item desCRiPtion ReQuiRed 

QuAntity
ACtuAl 

QuAntity
oR 1st 
Count

oR  
Added  

to 
Count

oR 
finAl 
Count

Ring hAndled instRuments

PlACe on stRingeR

hemostAtiC ClAmPs

su2700 V Mueller MOsQuItO FORCEPs 5” stR 4

su2702 V Mueller MOsQuItO FORCEPs 5” CVD 10

su2720 V Mueller KElly FORCEPs 5 ½” stR 2

su2722 V Mueller KElly FORCEPs 5 ½” CVD 10

su4055 allIs FORCEPs 6” 6

su3960 V Mueller laHEy gOItER FORCEPs 3X3 tEEtH 6” 2

towel CliPs

su2900 V Mueller sMall tOWEl ClIPs 3 ¾” 6

su2938 V Mueller laRgE tOWEl ClIPs 5 ½” (Dull) 6

su2905 V Mueller laRgE tOWEl ClIPs 5 ½” (sHaRP) 2

needle holdeRs

RH2560 V Mueller WEBstER NEEDlE HOlDER 5” 2

su16005 V Mueller CRIlE WOOD VItal NEEDlE HOlDER 2

su16061 V Mueller MayO HEgaR VItal NEEDlE HOlDER 7” 2

sCissoRs

OP5540 V Mueller KNaPP IRIs sCIssOR CVD 1

OP5943 V Mueller
stEVENs tENOtOMy sCIssOR  

4 1/2” CVD
1

RH1650 V Mueller MEtZENBauM sCIssOR 5 ½” stR 1

MP1600 V Mueller MEtZENBauM sCIssOR 7” CVD 1

su1801 V Mueller MayO sCIssOR 6 ¾” stR 1

tissue foRCePs

Nl1430 V Mueller aDsON DREssINg FORCEPs 4 ¾” 2

Nl1400 V Mueller aDsON tIssuE FORCEPs 4 ¾” 2

su2504 V Mueller aDsON BROWN tIssuE FORCEPs 4 ¾” 2

su2333 V Mueller tIssuE FORCEPs 6” 2

su2303 V Mueller DREssINg FORCEPs 6” 2

CH5902 V Mueller DEBaKEy tIssuE FORCEPs 7” 2

misCellAneous instRuments

1403001 V Mueller #3 KNIFE HaNDlE 2

1404001 V Mueller #4 KNIFE HaNDlE 2

Nl1902 V Mueller #3 FRaZIER suCtION W/OBtuRatOR 1

su3660 V Mueller aRMy-NaVy REtRaCtORs 2

su3785 V Mueller sENN REtRaCtORs (sHaRP) 2

RH1100 V Mueller ONE PRONg sKIN HOOK stR 2

su3662 V Mueller
FOuR PRONg RaKE REtRaCtOR 

(sHaRP)
2

su10810600 V Mueller PROBE W/EyE 6” 1

su10830600 V Mueller gROOVE DIRECtOR 1

totAl instRuments 86

   Assembled by:    dAte:

   Original: 03/10/12  Fa

   Revised: 11/11/XX  RB

figure 1. instrument Count sheet
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actual count in the appropriate column. 
Upon completing a set, the CS technician 
should sign and date the count sheet to 
enable follow-up if there is a problem 
with the tray.

Instrument count sheets are frequently 
used as part of a comprehensive quality 
program. If OR personnel encounter 
a tray problem, they can note it on the 
instrument count sheet and give it to 
the CS manager or supervisor. The 
count sheet will contain all information 
needed to investigate the problem. This 
information can also be used to track 
quality problems and analyze them for 
trends and improvement tracking.

obJeCtive 3: desCRibe why  
And how An instRument  
Count sheet is used in the 
oPeRAting Room
A new surgical scrub technician can learn 
the correct instrument names when a 
count sheet is used. Surgeons often do not 
call for an instrument by its correct name; 
instead, they may ask for it with a generic 
name such as “clamp.” 

Knowledge of an instrument’s correct 
name is important when reporting 
problems. For example, if a “clamp” is not 
holding well and needs repair, the surgical 
technician must know the instrument’s 
correct name to report the problem. A 
report that “one clamp” needs repair is not 
sufficient. The instrument needing repair 
might be tagged; however, tags may fall 
off, and many tags cannot be processed 
through the instrument washing process. 

Instrument count sheets are used as 
patient safety tools in the OR to help 
prevent loss and/or retention of an 
instrument in a patient cavity. Three 
separate instrument counts can routinely 
occur during a surgical procedure. The 
first count is done at the beginning of 
the case, before an incision is made. Any 
instruments added during the case are 
noted on the count sheet. A second count 

is performed before wound closure. Note: 
If the surgical technician or circulating 
nurse is permanently relieved during 
the case, another count should be done. 
At the end of the case, the final count is 
compared to the actual count plus any 
instruments added during the case. The 
final count should equal the beginning-
of-case actual count plus any instruments 
added during the case. Note: Instruments 
might be added during a case to replace 
one that is dropped, or additional 
instruments, including those missing from 
the tray, might be obtained from the OR 
peel pack inventory. 

If an instrument is missing during the 
final count, the surgical team must search 
for it, and the wound should not be closed 
until the instrument count is balanced. If 
necessary, an x-ray will be taken to ensure 
that an instrument was not retained in the 
patient’s body.

Retained foreign objects can lead 
to serious complications. Examples 
include sepsis (presence of bacteria and 
their toxins in tissue), fistula (abnormal 
connections between an organ, vessel, 
intestine, or another structure), and 
small bowel obstructions. Other possible 
problems created by retained instruments 
include visceral perforation (an abnormal 
opening in a hollow internal organ), and 
granuloma formation (an inflammation 
caused by the body’s immune system 
response to a foreign object).

Retention of a foreign object during 
surgery is considered a preventable event 
and a hospital-acquired event for which 
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS) will not reimburse the 
healthcare facility. Retention of a foreign 
object during surgery is considered a 
sentinel event by The Joint Commission 
(TJC). The cost of a retained object can 
be significant in terms of additional 
patient treatment and the potential 
litigation that can result.

Some facilities perform a breakdown 

count after the patient has left the OR, 
and before the garbage and linen are 
removed from the room. This count 
ensures all instruments are accounted 
for and returned for reprocessing. If this 
instrument count is incorrect, a thorough 
search, including of wastebaskets, 
linen hampers, floors, and furniture, is 
conducted. Instrument count sheets can 
also be used as part of a department’s 
quality assurance program.

obJeCtive 4: disCuss fACtoRs 
to ConsideR when deteRmining 
the loCAtion of instRument 
Count sheets when PACkAging 
And steRilizing instRument 
tRAys
CS personnel in many facilities place the 
instrument count sheet inside the surgical 
tray’s sterilization container or wrapper. 
Instrument count sheets can also be 
attached to the outside of the wrapper 
or sterilization container. Placement 
decisions should be made by facility 
personnel after considering several 
factors. 

It is not necessary for instrument count 
sheets to be sterile when used in the OR. 
In fact, the circulating nurse who is not 
part of the sterile surgery environment 
typically completes the actual count 
information on the count sheet. 

Placing the sheet inside the tray or 
container might create concerns that 
should be addressed when deciding if 
an internal location is preferred. For 
example, instrument count sheets are 
usually printed on regular copy paper 
with a laser or impact printer. The paper 
could shed fibers into the tray, which 
could then transfer to the patient’s wound 
and cause a foreign body reaction or 
occlusion.

The ink on count sheets will transfer 
to surgical instrument surfaces, and it 
is not known if the ink may be toxic to 
patients when instruments are used. 
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Typically, paper and ink manufacturers 
do not validate the use of their products 
for sterilization or biocompatibility with 
human tissue. 

There are no known reports of adverse 
events from count sheet placement inside 
instrument sets; however, there is little 
research that addresses the safety of 
toners, inks or copy papers, and there is 
a theoretical risk that they could cause a 
reaction in some sensitive patients. Note: 
It is known that it is virtually impossible 
to remove ink after it is transferred to an 
instrument’s surface. 

An additional potential problem with 
internal count sheet placement relates to 
questions about whether multiple layers 
of count sheets retain air. If they do, this 
could inhibit air removal and steam 
penetration during sterilization.  

Some experts recommend that CS 
technicians in facilities where count 
sheets are placed inside trays should 
minimize the potential for ink transfer 
and paper or ink contact with patients. 
This can be accomplished by placing the 
count sheet(s) inside a medical grade 
paper bag validated for use in a sterilizer. 

Facilities using an automated 
instrument tracking system might 
generate instrument count sheets at the 
point of use or perform the instrument 
count within the computer. When this 
tactic is used, there would not be a need 
to print a hard copy count sheet.  

Before deciding where to place 
instrument count sheet, facility personnel 
should analyze all possibilities and make 
a decision based on what is best for the 
staff and patients. 

in ConClusion
Use of instrument count sheets addresses 
several quality issues for CS and user 
departments. They are valuable tools 
that help CS technicians to more quickly 
and efficiently clean and assemble 
instrument sets. OR personnel use count 

sheets to help prevent the retention of 
a foreign object in a patient’s cavity 
and help surgical technicians learn 
instrument names and report instrument 
set problems. CS and OR managers can 
also utilize count sheets to follow up on 
quality problems and to order additional 
instruments. 
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wAnt to be An AuthoR?
IaHCsMM is seeking volunteers to write 

or contribute information for our CIs self-

study lessons. Doing so is a great way to 

contribute to your own professional devel-

opment, to your association, and to your 

Central service department peers.

 IaHCsMM will provide guidelines and 

help you with the lesson to ensure it will be 

an enjoyable process. For more information, 

please contact Julie Williamson  

(julie@iahcsmm.org).
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